
Original Matrix
Original Matrix was invented in 1959 and is still the
most popular matrix in the world.
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TRAX Matrix
TRAX Matrix is a pressboard matrix that is easy to
use and work with, reduces damage to the board,
and helps increase throughput.
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XTC Matrix
XTC Matrix is a fully synthetic matrix with regular
film base, which gives extreme durability, yet has
a very competitive pricing structure.
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The Matrix WorldWide Line

Ameri-Ken carries a complete line of creasing
supplies. Our matrix lines include the following:

Matrix WorldWide, a European product line
invented in 1959 and still widely used today.
Details of the three types of matrix are outlined
to the left.

Ken-Score, a matrix line that is reinforced with
a flexible steel base for optimum stength and
wear resistance.

Pentra, a matrix system utilizing ultra thin
pressboard so there’s no need to calculate
crease rule height.

We also carry creasing matrix tools and phenolic
counter material.

Details on all our product lines can be found at
ameriken.com or by calling one easy number
866-4-PUNCHES  to reach your local
representative at one of our 5 convenient
locations.

With the largest inventory in the industry
ready for same day shipping, our variety of
creasing materials will meet the toughest
demands for any application!

From matrix, to bench presses and miter pliers to
counter material, Ameri-Ken has the most extensive
line of creasing materials and tools in the industry.

For all your creasing needs, the choice is
obvious, and only one phone call away...

ameriken.com 866-4-PUNCHES ameriken.com 866-4-PUNCHES

Illinois 800.553.7777

Nevada  800.553.6666

Georgia 888.941.5097

Texas  800.858.1699

Florida 800.969.9521

866-4-PUNCHES866-4-PUNCHES
BUY

Why Buy Matrix Anywhere Else?

The Largest Inventory in the Industry.

Competitive Pricing. Exemplary Service.


